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Code No. 4217 
FACULTY 

B. Pharmacy 2/4 I Semester (Suppl.) Examination, May 2017 

Subject : Communicative Enlish 
Time : 3 Hrs Max. Marks: 70 

Note: Answer all questions. All questions carry equal marks. 

PART – A (4x5=20 Marks) 
1  (a) Explain the role and importance of communication. 

OR 
(b) What are the varis mediums of communication? 

2 (a) Emphasis the importance of evaluatin and orani zin the collected information for 
presentations. 

OR 
(b) Explain the use of Thesaurus. 

3 (a) Elaborate the importance of interaction with learners and teachers. 
OR 

(b) Write a note on formal and informal Enlish. 

4 (a) Draft a memorandum addressin the stores in chare for the absence from duty 
witht intimation. 

OR 
(b) Write a pararaph of 150 words on “The most unforettable moment in my life”. 

PART – B (4x5=20 Marks) 
1  ive the synonym for the followin: 

(a) Fabricate (b) acclaimed (c) viilant (d) enorms (e) robust 
OR 

2 ive the antonym for the followin: 
(a) Decisive (b) resistible (c) inorance (d) acquit (e) abstract 

3 Explain the followin one word substitute in one or two sentences. 
(a) Pacifist  (b) cacophony (c) scorn (d) bondae (e) seamstress 

4 Rewrite the sentences as directed: 
(a) They are watchin a movie at the moment. (Chane into passive voice) 
(b) Anita said, “How beautiful the place is !” (Chane into indi rect speech) 
(c) I prefer oranes apples. (Insert appropriate preposition) 
(d) He (fiht) aainst inorance, which he believed to be the root of all evil. (Use 

the correct form of verb) 

PART – C (5x6=30 Marks) 
1  (a) How important are order and safety in the view of the author? Elaborate with 

examples. 
OR 

(b) Why is it important to set up some form of world overnment? 
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2 (a) Write yr thhts on achievin success in life. 
OR 

(b) “It is a disrace to die rich”, why did Andrew Carneie say these words? Explain. 

3 (a) Explain the statement of Swami Vivekananda, “This world is not r habitation, it is 
only one of the many staes thrh which we are passin”. 

OR 
(b) Do y find Vivekananda’s pl  ea for non attachment convincin? ive reasons. 

4 (a) Accordin to Benjamin Spock, why does “School failure” occur. 
OR 

(b) What accordin to y are the dos and don’ts for parents in rearin up children? 

5 (a) Draft a letter of application with an enclosed resume for the post of an analyst in a 
pharmaceutical company. 

OR 
(b) Draft a letter of response by the publisher to the enquiry books by yr 

li brarian. 
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